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Dear Readers,

Wish you all a happy & joyful 
festive season.

It is quite amazing yo see our 
young, energetic, enthusiastic 
builders - be it middle aged/ 
youth/ women, all together 
motivating, persuading seniors 
like us to move forward with 
positive mind.

We are seeing some new projects proposed by 
our builders fraternity to accommodate the 
requirements of senior citizens of different levels in 
near future. Even though this activity is thriving in 
Coimbatore since long time, Visakhapatnam 
builders never ventured into this till now.

This city being a calm and
Scenic location for a cosmopolitan living,
innovative projects catering to different classes at 
affordable prices (depending on the facilities and 
location) can thrive in future.

It is obvious that service sector too will have a 
tremendous growth along with this.

We have to adopt  latest technology in cutting the 
cost and cater the market since the labour 
component is going to increase tremendously. 
Skilled labour shortage in urban areas is going to 
be bigger challenge in coming years.

It is time for our builders to give utmost priority in 
this aspect right now.

We have to change our thought process and 
move according to market requirement. Those 
who adopt that can survive for longer period.
 
Wish you all the best
Chandran
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అధయ్కుష్� మన�� �ట...

�య�న సభయ్ల�...

హృదయ �రవ్క నమ�క్��,

��� �తత్ సంవతస్ర ��కంకష్�   ����,

సం�ం�� �దరం� ఆ�వ్��త్, ఆ �ం� పరవ్���, 
��, ����, సరవ్����వృ�ధ్ కల�ల� 
ఆ�ంకిష్ం�త్...

మన �థ్��థ్ సంసథ్ రంగం ��ం�, �ఖయ్ం�, నగరప���, 
శర�గం� అ�వృ�ధ్ �ం��నన్ ��మ్ణరంగం ��ం� � 
మన��� ���న్ �� పం��దల���న్�. 
�పంచ�య్పత్ం� ఆ�థ్క రంగం సంకోష్భం� ఉనన్ సంగ� 
�� ���ం�. ఉ��� � ర�య్ �ధధ్ం, తతఫ్�తం� 
జ��న ప���� ఈ సంకోష్��� �ఖయ్�రణం 
అ��, �ట�న్ం�� అ�గ�ం� మన�శం�� అ�న్ 
రం�� �ఖయ్ం� ��మ్ణరంగం �ం����ం�. ఈ 
రంగం� అ���క సమసయ్��న్, నగరం�� �లడ్�ల్, 
�ఖయ్ం� మన సంసథ్స�య్�, ఆ సమసయ్�న్ అ�గ��త్, 
�కక్�� �కష్� �ం�� ����నన్ం��, ఆ సంసథ్ 
అధయ్కుష్�� �� గరవ్ప���న్�.

ఇం�� మననగ��� సహజం� ఉనన్ ���క, ���క 
�ర�ల� ��, మన సభయ్ల�� �బధధ్త, �ణయ్త లపటల్ 
ఉనన్�రవం, ���� ��� "BOSS" అనన్ సద��యం 
�ఖయ్�రణం.

�ట�న్ం�� �ం�  నగరప��� ��క స���ల 
కలప్న� ��తవ్ం తన ��య్చరణ� �గవంతం��ం�. 
ఇ� ఎంత�� ఆనం�ంచవల�న ఆ�వ్�ంచదల�న 
�షయం.

��ఖ� ��క స���ల కలప్న� ��తవ్ం 
��య్చరణ� �గవంతం ��ం�. �� వలల్ ��ఖ నగ��న్ 
ద��ద్�� ���త్నన్ ���  సమసయ్ల� తవ్ర� ��ం� 

President’s
Message
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పలక�ం�. అన�ప�ల్ �ం� ��ఖ నగరం �ం� ఆనంద�రం వర� ��య రహ��� 12 �� ��ల్ ఓవ�ల్ 
��మ్ంచ��� ��య రహ��ల అ�వృ�ధ్ సంసథ్ (ఎ� �� ఏఐ) సం�దధ్మ��ం�.

�� ��తవ్ ���దనల �ర� �వలం 67 �.�. ప���� 12 �� ��ల్ ఓవరల్ ��మ్��� ఆ�దం �లపడం ��షం.

��ఖ, గంగవరం ��ట్�, ��ఖ ����యం��� తవ్ర� ��మ్ణం �రంభం ��నన్ ���రం 
������న్ అ�సం��ం� రహ��ల జంకష్నల్� ఈ �� ��ల్ ఓవ�ల్ ��మ్�త్�.

అం��సం �.350 �టల్ అంచ�� ఎ� �� ఏఐ �థ�కం� అ�మ�� మం�� ��ం�. 

��� �డల్ ష�ఆకృ�� ��� ��మ్ం�ల� �రణ్�ం��. అవసర�న ����ల్ అండ�  �� � ��మ్�త్�.

భ�షయ్� � ��ఖ �� ��  ��మ్��� ఇబబ్ం� ��ం� త�న ��తత్� ����ల� �� ��తవ్ం ఎ� ��
 ఏఐ� ��ం�.

�� ��ల్ ఓవ�ల్ ��మ్ం� జంకష్�ల్ ....
లం�ల��ం, ��వ్డ, �ట్� �ల్ం�  ���  ��, ���క, ��� �ం,���టల్��ం, అకక్యయ్��ం, ���వ్ర, 
�తమమ్�ర, మ�ద్ల��ం, ఎం�డ, మ�ర�డ.

ఇవ�న్ �రత్�� నగర సవ్�పం ��త్� ���వడ���ం� , ��మ్ణ రం��� �తత్ ఊ� వ�త్ందనడం� 
ఏ��ం సం�హం ��.

�వ�న్ భ�షయ్� � బం���ట� �� ���క�.

�� మనం తకష్ణం �ం�క�ంచవల�ం� ఈ �ల 23,24,25, ��ల� �రవ్�ం� Property Expo.

��� సంబం�ం�న Brochure Release, Curtain Raiser Event ల� ��వ్జయం� ��త్���. �గ� publicity 
�� �మమ్రం�� జరం��ం�. 100 � �� ఏ�ప్� ��న అ�న్ stalls book �యడం జ��ం�. అం� మన 
సంసథ్పటల్ ���నన్ అచంచల�న ��వ్సం.ఈ�షయం� ��� ఉనన్ందం� ��ం� సం�షప���న్�.
....
మన సంసథ్���షట్�వలం�ం�నం����త్� ��ఏ� B.R. Raju Memorial Award architecture students 
�ఇ�త్నన్సంగ� �� ���ం�. అ��, మన సంసథ్  అ�వృ�ధ్ �ందడం� అ�ప�న�న �వ� అం�ం�న 
�బబ్���� � కృతజఞ్త� ఆయన ��న �బబ్�� �ఞ్ప�రథ్ం, ��గ్� ��తవ్ ����న్� ��య్�థ్ల� merit 
scholarship � EXPO Venue దగగ్ర ఇవవ్డం జ���ంద� �పప్��� ��ం� సం���త్�న్�.

CREDAI-AP వ�చ్జనవ�� Sports Meet �జయ�డ� �రవ్��త్నన్ �షయం �� ���ం�. Youth Wing 
�ం�ం� �రవ్�సత్నన్ ఈ event �మనమం� ���గ్ ��గ్� ��న్�జయవంతం��ద్ం.

సమసయ్� త�తత్డం, ��� ప�షక్�ంచబడడం అనన్� �రంతరం ����య. �� �షయం� మనసంసథ్ ఎ�ప్� 
�ం��� ఉం�… ఉం�ం�.

అ�న్ �రయ్��ల్�, �ర�� ��గ్� ��� ��ఖ అం� ఓ నమమ్కం.. ఓ భ�� అనన్ అ��యం �జ�ల్ 
క��ం�ం�� సహక�ం�న � అంద�� మ��� కృతజఞ్��వందన� ����...

�......
�.ఎ�.ఆ�.�. �� (��)
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Give a stunning look to your home exteriors with these house front design in Indian style.

“If all you see are obstacles, maybe it is  because you have taken your eyes off the goal.”

Various house front design
                 Indian style

Top 10 common house front design Indian style

Ultra-modern normal glass house front elevation style

Normal house front elevation designs for a single floor

Normal house front elevation designs for two floors

Normal three-story house front elevation designs

Bungalow-style standard front elevation design

Ultramodern standard front elevation house designs

Villa-style regular house front elevation designs

Designs for contemporary-style typical home front facades

Wooden front elevation

3D elevation design

Important considerations for house front design Indian style

FAQs
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E very person has an innate need to 
express their individuality through their 
living space, making the dream of 

owning a lovely home something that unites us 
all. There’s a common misconception that a 
home’s attractiveness is directly proportional 
to its budget, the quality of its materials, or the 
size of its property. However, a beautiful, 
functional home can be built for a reasonable 
cost. Elevation designs for the exterior of a 
property are crucial if you want to sell it.
The aesthetic appeal and market worth of a 
home can be increased by carefully crafting its 
front elevation. Careful planning goes into the 
design of an Indian home’s facade. Standard 
house front elevation designs should take into 
account the site’s topography and climate.

To ensure that each home gets enough 
natural light, the front elevations are 
thoughtfully designed. At the same time as it 
regulates the building’s temperature, it uses 
very little power. The best elevations tend to 
have these features.
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Top 10 common house front design
Indian style
To maximise the home’s worth, it’s important 
to carefully plot out and construct all four 
facades. Accordingly, the Indian front design 
requires considerable deliberation. The first 
and foremost question you must ask yourself 
is what kind of presentational approach you 
like. 
Are you a fan of modern architecture who 
wants your home to have a contemporary 
atmosphere or a culture vulture who likes 
local designs? This assortment of Indian 
home front elevation ideas is sure to spark 
some creativity. They will also guide you in 
making the best choices while designing the 
facades of buildings.

Ultra-modern normal glass house
front elevation style
Glass typical house front elevation design is 
the ideal front elevation design if you are 
seeking something stylish and sophisticated. 
This standard house front elevation design 
provides not only a luxurious appearance 
but also an ultramodern touch. The front 
elevation design of a glass house mixes the 
style quotient with natural components.

Normal house front elevation
designs for a single floor
Typically, the front elevation designs of a 
standard single-story home are optimal for 
nuclear families. The entry-level of this 
Indian-style front house design offers a 
magnificent vista. Its attractiveness is 
enhanced by the front door, entryway, 
windows, and other subtle elements. You can 
also modify the layout and appearance of 
windows to add a personal touch.

Source: Pinterest

Normal house front elevation designs
for two floors
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim 
veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 

“Everyone’s goal is different,  Don’t compare your path to anyone else.”

Source: Pinterest
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Source: Pinterest

Normal three-story house
front elevation designs
Large families favour three-story dwellings. 
The style of this three-story Indian facade is 
modest yet magnificent. Those who do not 
like to reside in an apartment but would like 
to add specific characteristics, such as this 
height. On the first and second stories, you 
can install as many balconies as you like to 
receive sufficient sunlight and fresh air.

Bungalow-style standard
front elevation design
Single-family homes have become 
increasingly popular. The height of 
bungalow-style dwellings can be designed 
in a variety of ways, including with a 
single-story or a partial second-story. It 
features a variety of balconies or terraces, 
manicured space, and the most modern 
tiling for a revitalising impact. You can also 
include a slanted roof to give the house a 
rustic appearance.

Ultramodern standard
front elevation house designs
Many individuals appreciate how the height of the 
glass gives their property a contemporary and 
premium appearance. Not only is this design quite 
contemporary, but it is also enhanced by the use 
of appealing lighting. This Indian-style home’s 
exterior design combines aesthetic appeal with 
natural elements. You can add another attractive 
element to the front elevation to enhance its 
charm.

Villa-style regular house front
elevation designs
Many individuals desire to own a villa, but it needs 
a substantial financial investment. A proper 
elevation plan provides useful information prior to 
making a final decision. It may feature a lengthy 
balcony from which one can enjoy a spectacular 
view over the parking lot, patio, and garden.

“Confidence comes from discipline and training.”

Source: Pinterest
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Source: Pinterest

Source: Pinterest

Designs for contemporary-style
typical home front facades
If you want to combine modern and contemporary 
styles, this is one of the newest and most innovative 
lift designs available. The large balcony is the icing 
on the cake; keep things simple and classy. The 
installation of glass railings is an attractive addition. 
You can also tailor the materials used to your 
specifications.

Wooden front elevation
This is the best standard house front 
elevation design for using wood in the 
exteriors of a property. This design 
features a flat roof with wooden doors 
and outside components. You add 
glass railing to the house’s outside to 
make it more distinctive, but the 
materials can be altered to suit your 
preferences.

3D elevation design
If you want to make an elevation of your line 
properties, 3D conventional house front elevation is a 
wonderful solution. The 3D model essentially clarifies 
the relationship between the building and its 
elevation. Changes made to a 3D elevation design 
must be included in the design drawings, as 
elevation preparations are completed prior to 
construction.

“Optimism is a happiness magnet.”
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Important considerations for house front design
Indian style
Before deciding to have a standard house front elevation built, you must keep 
in mind the following:

• A house elevation can be completed at an economical cost. A 
low-cost standard house front elevation design will also make your home 
appear lovely.
• It is essential to include a standard front elevation design in your home 
design plan.
• A correct conventional house front elevation design aids in adequate 
ventilation and also improves your home’s aesthetic appeal.
• The size of the property and any setback regulations can influence the 
design of the front elevation. Greater plot sizes permit more experimentation. 
But with small pieces, the experience can be trickier, and that can be faked 
with a bit more effort.
• The floor plan is one of the significant factors influencing the 
appearance of your front layout. If your front-facing floor plan contains 
common rooms such as the family room and parlours, you may select any 
window frame size. However, you must take privacy and structural factors into 
account.
• Avoid placing the toilet near the front of the house since it can alter the 
geometry of the main structure.
• The design of a building’s front elevation may be affected by its 
geographical location. Due to the evident necessity for good drainage, you 
may not be able to select a flat roof if you reside in a cold, rainy region. If you 
want to construct a home in a region prone to severe flooding or earthquakes, 
different window sizing and material standards may apply.

“Pleasure in the job puts perfection in the work.”
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�� �� ద��ద్ల �ందట తన��త్��న్ 
�రం�ం�, �ణయ్త� నమమ్��� మ� ��� 
నగర�జ�, �ఖయ్ం� తన �ంత ఇం� కలల� 

��రం ���నన్అసం�య్క�న ���� ��� 
హృద��ల్ ��థ్ర �థ్నం �రప్���నన్ అ��న �థ్��థ్ 
సంసథ్ , ��ఖ�థ్��త్ సంసథ్.
����క �ంద� మ����ల అ�ం�త 
�మ,ప��మ,అస�న�న 
అం�త�వం,���వం,అననయ్ 
��నయ్�న �మ�కష్ణ ఉ�న్�.
ఈ �వ�� ���� �టట్ �దట 
ఉండవల�న మ����� ఇ�వ� 
��కయ్� �ం�న క��� 
�బబ్�� 
��.తన���� “��” 
� �రధ్కం ��త్, �� 
�ప�ట్న అ�న్రం��ల్� 
“��” � ��ం�� 
�బబ్�� ��.

��మ్ణ రంగం� అ�తర �ధయ్�న తన 
��య్కత�,��షట్త�,����న్�.
��ఖపటన్ం �థ్��థ్ సంసథ్ �థ్ప��ల్ ��య్�న �బబ్�� ��, 
ఆ సంసథ్ అధయ్కుష్�� ,�రమ్� �� ��ం�, ఆం���� �థ్��థ్ 
(CREDAI-AP)సంసథ్ �రమ్� � �� తన�వల� అ�రవ్ం� 
అ�వ్�యం� అం�ం�,అంద� హృద��ల్ ��థ్ర �థ్నం 
సం��ం���న్�.

�మవరం DNR క��ల �ం� �� ప�ట్���నన్ �బబ్��,ప�చ్మ 
��వ� ��ల్�� �మవరం దగగ్ర� ఉనన్ ���మ� అ� 
�మం�� ఒక ఉనన్త ��ంబం� 1953 � జ�మ్ం��. 1972 � 
��� �ం�కట్� �తన �య్�ర ��థ్��� ��రం ��ట్న �బబ్�� 
�� అంచలం�� � ఎ��,”�మ�� ఎంట� ���” “�. ఎ�. ఆ� 
��లప�స్” �ం� ���దధ్ సంసథ్ల� ��వ్జయం� న�� “CLASS-1” 
�లడ్� � ��ం� �� ��య్�� సం��ం���న్�.
నమమ్���,�ణయ్త� �����  తమ సంసథ్ల� ��చ్ ��ద్�.
అ�� Apartment Builders Association � తన ��థ్నం 
�రం�ం�,��-��ఖపటన్ం  �పట్� � ��ంతరం �ం�న 
సంసథ్�,ఆ సంసథ్,సం�థ్ప��ల్ ఒక��,అధయ్కుష్��, �రమ్� � 
�బబ్�� �� అం�ం�న �వల� ��య్కం� ��ప్���.
��� �, ��� స�య్ల� �బబ్���� 
���,స�న్���,�రగ్ద�శ్,�ంతద�స్.
ఇం�� ��ప్లం� “��,�టట్� మ�����,కృ��ం��’”.
�ం�మన�� అంద�� ఆ���న్ �కక్�చ్� ఉండడం ఆయన 
��య్కత.

�తమమ్�ర� KSR COMPLEX �ం� ��ఖ ��జయ్ స��యం 
��మ్ణం ��న �బబ్����,అంత�జ్�య �థ్�� �� 
��య్��నన్ FAIRFIELD BY MARRIOTT �ట� ���నగరం�  
�థ్�ం� తన �య్�ర దకష్త� ��య్కత�  ����న్�.
�� �రయ్��� �పటట్డం� ��ప్� �ం�నన్ �బబ్�� ��  
�జల� అవసర�న అ�క �రయ్��� అమ���.స�జం పటల్ తన 
�ధయ్తల� �రవ్�o��. జ�మ్ం�న �మం� 

��లయం,community hall ��మ్ణం, �ద ��య్�ధ్ల� 
అవసర�న స�యం �యడం ఇం�� ��న్ ���. 

ఒక business man � CSR (CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY) �రయ్�మ� ��టట్డం� 

�బబ్���� ��ప్� �ం�ం���.

“SUBBARAJU MEMORIAL AWARD” �బబ్�� �� అ�ప�న 
�వల� ��త్ం�� �� ��ఖపటన్ం సంసథ్ � ��� �ం� Govt. 
POLY TECHNIC సంసథ్ �ం� �ం�క ��న ��గ్� ��య్�ధ్ల�  
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“ A worthy son of a worthy Father” అ� �ం��ం��న్�.

-CREDAI VISAKHAPATNAM TEAM
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uddhraju Ramachandra Raju, 
popularly known as B.R. Raju, is 
a multifaceted personality with 

special interest in Architecture. Born in 
1941 and brought up in rural back 
ground, he jumped into business world 
as a teenager, that is, at the early age 
of 17 and his maiden venture was a 
Shoe Shop, where he realized the 
importance of innovation and off 
beat practices to beat 
competition. A stickler to discipline, 
he was sound, both physically 
and financially and he made his 
mark in whatever field he 
entered, especially 
architecture, in which field 
CREDAI-Visakhapatnam 
has been giving B.R. Raju 
Memorial Award to 
three meritorious 
students from 
A n d h a 
University, at 
i t s 
valedictory 
funct ion 
of Property Expo every year.

He played key role in transforming 
Apartment Builders Association to 
CREDAI-Visakhapatnam Chapter and 
he was one of the visionaries to realise 
the importance apartment living 
culture in the fast growing 
Visakhapatnam city.

So, he can be described as the 

Architect of Apartment Builders Association in 
Visakhapatnam, which later came to be known as 
CREDAI-Visakhapstnam chapter.

He was also instrumental in launching the 
bi-monthly magazine Visakha-Vision. It faithfully 
records all important activities of the association. 
He has ensured that there was no financial burden 
in bringing out this magazine by collecting 

adequate number of advertisements from 
the  firms connected with construction 
business.

B.R. Raju has been in the forefront in 
organizing and participating in social 
activities. His interests are varied and he is a 

pioneer in a number of activities. It 
was he who first started an 

innovative departmental 
store in Kakinada and 

had timely moved to 
Visakhapatnam to 
enter construction 

business. His passion 
for architecture is 
unparalleled which 
was evidenced by 
his huge donation 

to Andhra University to start  a separate 
department.

He joined Rotary Club in 1970 and all his family 
members are "Paul Harris Fellows.

His contribution to CREDAI-Visakhapatnam was 
immense and it was  in recognition this 
contribution that it had instituted, with sense of 
pride, the BR Raju Memorial Award...

  An Architect of Association
B.R. RAJU....B.R. RAJU....

B

“The toughest opponent is the fear within you…Once you conquer this, you will conquer all things.”
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n the long journey of 
CREDAI-Visakhapatnam, Seventh Day of 
November, 2022 (Monday), can be 

described as Red Letter Day.
This was on this day that the Chapter organized 
the all important Interactive/Workshop on RERA 
where all members of AP RERA were present.
The program was graced by AP RERA Members, 
Sarvasree:  Mandalapu Ramachandra Reddy 
(Judicial Member,AP RERA Appellate Tribunal),

Chandu Sambasiva  Rao, Rajasekhara Reddy 
Eada,Jagannadha Rao Avala,
S.L.Kameswara Rao Upadrashta, all Members and 
Sakala Chakrapani Joint Director RRA.
This interactive session/workshop, was preceded 
by a formal meeting with EC Members of the 
chapter and some former chairmen and 
presidents of the association. The proceedings, 
moderated by Immediate Past Chairman Sri 

Peela Koteswara Rao, were carried out in 
a very friendly atmosphere, as members 
were made to feel free to ask any 
questions and get their doubts cleared in 
respect of RERA. It was a rare opportunity 
for members CREDAI-Visakhapatnam, to 
directly interact with all the AP RERA 
Members and get rid of many doubts 
and apprehensions from their minds 

regarding RERA Provisions.
Sri Sambasiva Rao, the senior most 
member of the AP RERA, pointed out that 
realty sector is the second largest driver 
of the economy after farm sector and 
substantially contributed to the GDP. It is 
constituted after taking into account the 
opinions of all stake holders. The propose 
is to help builders and buyers and no one 
should have any apprehensions about his 
role, he added. “We should all become 
world players and RERA’s job is how best it 
could help in that direction. Builders are 
only promoters and if they could follow 
provisions of the Act there would not be 
any problems, he said, adding that if 

“When eating a fruit, think of the person who planted the tree.”

REDRED LETTER
DAY

I
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builders have any issue, they have the right to 
contact us directly. If the issue arises because 
of RERA, it would streamline the process, he 
promised.
Consumers’ protection and development are 
the two important aspects of RERA, another 
member Sri Jagannadha Rao said and 
asserting that RERA would act as a felicitator 
and not as court.
Some issues which needed amendment to 

the present Act were brought to the notice of 
RERA Members and Sri Rajasekhara Reddy 
said that while that might not be possible, but 
Acts would always change keeping in tune 
with the changing conditions and needs. As 
and when a new Act comes into force, there 
would be apprehensions.GST is an example. 
Initially there were many apprehensions but 
now it had been accepted, he said. We 

should keep on feeding law makers, hoping that 
things would change and be easy for the 
builders.
To conclude the meeting discussed what is 
possible, what is probable and what is not 
possible at present and but things could 
change in future.
Later all the members were profusely felicitated 

and mementos were presented.
They had also thanked 
CREDAI-Visakhapatnam chapter members for 
the excellent hospitality and other facilities.
The Chairman,Sri Bayana Srinivasa Rao,the 
President Sri KSRK Raju and and the Hon 
Secretary Sri E.Ashok Kumar who took active 
part in organizing the event, thanked all the 
members who had made the event a grand 

“The strongest for success is self esteem.”

success and a memorable one.
The President made a special mention of 
Immediate Past Chairman Sri Peela Koteswara 
Rao, who had personally contacted all the RERA 
Members and ensured their participation in the 
event and taken personal interest in making 
the event a success.

-CREDAI VISAKHAPATNAM TEAM
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Why investing in property is a good idea
Why investing in property is a good idea By 
Hitesh Uppal
ET CONTRIBUTORS Last Updated: Sep 12, 2022, 06:30 
AM IST
It can be a steady source of income, lends stability 
to the portfolio and allows leverage at very low risk.

Hitesh Uppal
Head of finance, Magicbricks

eal estate has the potential to deliver very 
high returns in the long run. It can provide a 
steady cash flow and enjoys several tax 

benefits. Here are some of the many advantages 
that real estate offers over other investment 
classes.

Steady source of income
Demand for rental housing is rising. With offices 
opening up, Magicbricks’ Rental Index mirrors this 
trend in the second quarter of 2022. Rental housing 
demand has grown 29.4% q-o-q and 84.4% y-o-y, 
while average rents have risen 8.4% q-o-q in the 
April-June quarter. This demand is expected to 
increase in coming years, making rental units a 

steady income source.

Real estate is also an effective tool 
against capital loss if the purchasing 
power of the currency depreciates due to 
inflation or other macroeconomic trends. 
RBI data shows that property rates 
increased by an average of 15.1% across 
the major cities between 2011 and 2021 , 
well above the inflation rates which 
averaged at 6.15% during this period . 
Despite hiccups like the global financial 
crisis of 2008, introduction of RERA, 
demonetization and the pandemic, 
demand for real estate has bounced 
back strongly, bringing renewed investor 
confidence in the sector. The latest 
Magicbricks’ PropIndex Report 
corroborates this trend.

Aggregate demand across the 13 cities 
tracked by the index shot up 16.9% q-o-q 
and 27.7% y-o-y while average residential 
rates in these cities increased 2.4% q-o-q 
and 8.0% y-o-y, displaying the strength of 
the sector.

Provides ample liquidity
Property is also used as collateral to raise 
loans. Since these loans against property 
(LAPs) are secured, they are cheaper than 
personal loans (unsecured) and available 
for longer tenures. LAPs are popular among 
customers and the market is forecast to 
grow at 14% CAGR by 2025-26. There is also 
reverse mortgage financing arrangements 
for senior citizens who can get a loan 
against their property, without having to 
relinquish its ownership.

Real estate has always been a big-ticket 
investment, but things have changed in 
recent years. Investors can now take a 
smaller exposure through real estate 
investment trusts (REITs). REITs are 
companies that own, operate and finance 
income generating real estate assets. They 
are popular as they are SEBI regulated, 
offer liquidity as they are publicly traded, 
and require as little as `300-400 per share. 
Currently only for commercial property, 
REITs might be allowed to extend to other 
assets such as malls, warehouses, 
industrial parks and possibly housing.

Power of leverage
One big advantage of investing in real 
estate is that it can be financed through 
debt. Unlike assets such as bonds, mutual 
funds or stocks, one can invest more than 
his current net worth in real estate. Most 
lenders require only 20-30% as down 
payment. This leverage makes property 
investment a viable opportunity for 
aspiring investors. What’s more, this 
leverage comes at a very low price 
because at 7-8%, home loans are possibly 
the cheapest form of credit. It gets even 
better if the house is self occupied or given 
out on rent.

In the 30% tax bracket, the tax benefits on 
the interest reduce the effective cost of the 

loan to barely 5-6%. To sum up, real estate 
helps diversify the investment portfolio and 
neutralise the impact of volatile investments 
such as stocks and equity funds. At the same 
time, there are challenges such as illiquidity 
and transparency. Therefore, the importance 
of background checks, due diligence and 
comparative price evaluations cannot be 
undermined. Buyers should also refer to data 
reports and credible expert advice to make the 
right decision.

(The author is HEAD OF FINANCE, MAGICBRICKS.)

The past is a lesson, the present is an opportunity and the future is the outcome.

Magic Bricks

R
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better if the house is self occupied or given 
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(The author is HEAD OF FINANCE, MAGICBRICKS.)

“Don’t be serious, be sincere.”
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   What India needs to learn from
crumbling real estate market of China

The real estate market of China crashing down in 
past one year has triggered alarm bells. (AFP)
Home sales in China have dropped by 60% year on 
year, and the ongoing decline (11 months) is 
pegged to be the worst in the country's history

hina is experiencing one of the most difficult 
economic crises in its history. The real estate 
market of China crashing down in past one 

year has triggered alarm bells. What started as 
trouble with the Evergrande Group is now snowballing 
into a crisis across the globe.  The housing market in 
China is now seen as 'a national threat' as prices rise 
sky-high, according to Think Tank citing New York 
Times.
How the crashing real estate markets will affect India 
and what it needs to learn from the Chinese economic 
crises. Experts decode.
Gurmit Singh Arora, National President, Indian 
Plumbing Association says investors in China  are 
certainly looking at other emerging markets including 
India. “This will have a positive impact on Indian 
property markets and will further propel growth. India's 
rapid urbanization , 4700 listed Amrut 2.0 cities , Make 
in India program ,the massive metro rail 
implementation. The huge focus and building of 
highways and bridge's interlinking cities, and a large 
focus on infrastructure are all leading to urbanisation 
and increased consumer spending. This is propelling 
the demand for both housing and commercial 
property," said Gurmeet Singh Arora.
He added that investors looking at higher returns are 

shifting their money from Chinese 
developers to Indian developers where 
the returns are currently three times 
more.
Property sales in China have dropped by 
72 percent in the last year in the real 
estate market, which accounts for nearly 
30 percent of the country's GDP. Suren 
Goyal, partner, RPS Group says the 
lessons India should take from the 
Chinese crisis are that investment 
instruments are driven by mindless 
social norms will frequently come at a 
high cost to both people and the 
economy. Number two, a company's 
debt pileup may show accelerated 
growth in the beginning, but in today's 
volatile, uncertain, and chaotic market 
conditions, it runs the risk of everything 
falling apart at once. 
Home sales in China have dropped by 
60% year on year, and the ongoing 
decline (11 months) is pegged to be the 
worst in the country's history. Ajay 
Rakheja, President - Commercial Real 
Estate , Berkshire Hathaway 
HomeServices Orenda India says there 
could be a long-term impact on global 
growth prospects, dampening the 
nascent recovery in markets such as 
India. 
“India's brisk iron ore exports, much of 
which are destined for China, could 
suffer if China's twin crises cause a 
prolonged slowdown in the Chinese real 
estate market," Ajay Rakheja said.
What we must take away from the 
Chinese crisis is that Indian developers 
must evaluate their financial risks 
critically and reconsider their business 
strategy to make it more robust in the 
current economic setup, he added…..

“Stay away from negative people. They have a problem for every solution.”

C
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“Our life is shaped by our mind for we become what we think.”

Hon. Secretary,  Sri E. Ashok Kumar reading out the 
minutes of the last Regular Meeting held on 3rd 
October. President, Sri K.S.R.K. Raju (Sai), Chairman,  
Sri Bayana Srinivasa Rao are also seen.

Release of CREDAI Visakha Vision (Issue-2) by Chief Guest, Sri M.V.V. 
Satyanarayana, Hon' ble, M.P., and Sri Manmaya Pandab, DGM, SBI on 3rd 
October, 2022. (From left) Sri E. Ashok Kumar, Hon. Secretary, Sri K.S.R.K. 
Raju (Sai), President, Sri Seethamraju Sudhakar, Chairman, AP Brahmin 
Welfare Corporation, Sri B. Raja Srinivas, President, CREDAI-AP, Sri Bayana 
Srinivasa Rao, Chairman and Sri V. Sreenu, Convener, Expo 2022-23. 

 NATCON-2022 @ Abudhabi participants from CREDAI VISAKHAPATNAM. (From left) 
Member, Sri Chilukuri Srinivas, Vice-President, Sri V. Sreenu, CYW Members, Sri A. 
Rama Rajanya and Sri G. Sai Konda Babu, CYW Mentor, Sri K.V.R. Raju (Ramesh), 
CYW Secretary, Sri B.V. Sreedhar, Vice-President, Sri Ch. Govinda Raju, Committee 
Members, I. Surya Prakasa Rao, Sri K. Srinivas, Sri D. Madhu Kiran and Member, Sri M. 
Krishna Mohan.

 NATCON-2022 @ Abudhabi participants from 
CREDAI VISAKHAPATNAM. (From left) Mr & Mrs K. 
Srinivas, Member, Committee Member, D. Madhu 
Kiran, Hon. Secretary, Sri E. Ashok Kumar, Member, Sri 
Chilukuri Srinivas, Vice-President, Sri Ch. 
GovindaRaju, Vice-President, Committee Members, 
I. Surya Prakasa Rao, Member, Sri M. Krishna Mohan, 
Treasurer,  A. Shivanand and Vice-President V. 
Sreenu. 

Members of the Youth Wing at the 3rd Bi-Monthly CYW Meeting for the year 2022-23 held on 30th November, 2022 at hotel Fortune Inn Sreekanya.
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“He who flatters a man is his enemy,he who tells him f his faults is his maker.”

Representation on Tanuku TDR issue submitted to 
Hon'ble Mayor, Smt Golagani Hari Venkata Kumari on 3rd 
November, 2022. (From left) Committee Members, Sri I. 
Surya Prakasa Rao, Sri K. Srinivas, Hon. Secretary, Sri E. 
Ashok Kumar and Committee Member, Sri P. Narasimha 
Rao. 

Representation on Tanuku TDR issue submitted to Hon'ble M.L.A, Sri 
Velagapudi Ramakrishna Babu on 3rd November, 2022. (From left) 
Committee Members, Sri K. Srinivas, Sri I. Surya Prakasa Rao, 
Vice-President, Sri Ch. GovindaRaju, Committee Member, Sri P. 
Narasimha Rao, President, Sri K.S.R.K. Raju (Sai) and Hon. Secretary, Sri E. 
Ashok Kumar.

Representation on Tanuku TDR issue submitted to the Additional Commissioner, GVMC 
on 3rd November, 2022. President, Sri K.S.R.K. Raju (Sai), Hon. Secretary, Sri E. Ashok 
Kumar, Joint Secretary,  Sri N. Vamsi Mohan, Treasurer, Sri A. Shivanand, Committee 
Members, Sri P. Narasimha Rao, Sri I. Surya Prakasa Rao and Sri D. Madhu Kiran are also 
seen.

Meeting with Principal, Govt.Polytechnic, Sri 
G.V.V. Satyanarayana Murthy on 10th October, 
2022, regarding K. Subba Raju Memorial Awards 
2022-23. Immediate Past Chairman, Sri Peela 
Koteswara Rao, Vice-President, Sri Ch. 
GovindaRaju and Joint Secretary,  Sri N. Vamsi 
Mohan are seen in the picture. 

Meeting with the Members of AP RERA held on 7th November, 
2022. (From left) Judicial Member, AP RERA Sri Ramachandra 
Reddy Mandalapu, Members, AP RERA, Sri S.L. Kameswara Rao 
Upadrashta, Sri Rajasekhara Reddy Eada, Sri Sambasiva Rao 
Chandu, Sri Jagannadha Rao Avala and Joint Director, 
AP RERA, Sri Sakala Chakrapani.

Release of CREDAI Visakha Vision (Issue-3) by Members of AP RERA at the 8th Regular 
Meeting held on 7th November, 2022. (From left) Hon. Secretary, Sri E. Ashok Kumar, 
President, Sri K.S.R.K. Raju (Sai), Immediate Past Chairman, Sri Peela Koteswara Rao, 
Members, AP RERA, Sri S.L. Kameswara Rao Upadrashta, Sri Sambasiva Rao Chandu, 
Judicial Member, 
AP RERA Sri Ramachandra Reddy Mandalapu, Members, AP RERA, Sri Rajasekhara 
Reddy Eada, Sri Jagannadha Rao Avala and Joint Director, AP RERA, Sri Sakala 
Chakrapani.








